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AbStraCt
Database management systems (DBMSs) are important components of existing integrated computer-aided
engineering (CAE) systems. Expert systems (ESs) am
being applied to a broad range of engineering problems.
However, most of the prototype expert system applications have been restricted to limited amounts of data and
have no facility for sophisticated data management.
KADBASE is a flexible, knowledge-based interface in
which multiple expert systems and multiple databases
can communicate as independent, self-descriptive components within an integrated, distributed engineering
computing environment.

1. n
Integrated engineering computing systems have evolved
into sets of algorithmic programs that revolve around a
central database management system (DBMS). The DBMS
frees the application subsystems from the details of managing data storage and retrieval while providing a common
pool of information that cooperating subsystems can share.
Now the character of integrated engineering systems is
changing.
Knowledge-based
programming techniques,
specifically expert systems (ES), are being applied to a broad
However, most of the
range of engineering problems.
prototype expert system applications have been restricted to
limited amounts of data and have no facility for sophisticated
data management. As expert systems are integrated into engineering computing environments, the data management
capabilities of the integrated systems must be adapted to
serve these new components. Likewise, expert systems must
evolve to incorporate capabilities to access large shared
databases.
Integrated systems are built from a combination of individual programs (both algorithmic and knowledge-based).
Each of these has its own data structures, databases and information models. Integrating these disparate data models
into a single central common database is complex and, in
many cases, unrealistic or undesirable. An alternative anpreach is to develop an integrated system which recognizes
this disparity and is designed to deal with multiple databases.
Such a collection of databases is likely to be quite
heterogeneous, i.e., a variety of DBMSs with different data
models, varying implementations, and operating on different
hardware. Several systems have been proposed to support
networks of heterogeneous database management systems
[Adiba 78, Cardenas 80, Smith 81, Jakobson 861. These
DBMS networks provide users with access to multiple
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databases on a computer network while hiding the details of
network communications and allowing the users (or application programs) to treat data within the contexts of their own
data representations. These techniques can he applied the
design of an engineering expert system-database interface by
adapting the model to accommodate the data access needs of
expert systems and extending the data representation
capabilities to account for the complexities of engineering
data.
KADBASE moward 86a]’ is a prototype of a flexible,
knowledge-based interface in which multiple expert systems,
or -more generally knowledge-based systems (KBSs), and
multiple databases can communicate as independent, selfdescriptive components within an integrated, distributed engineering computing system. The interface takes a data request from a expert system, performs the indicated operations using the available DBMSs, and returns a reply to the
expert system. Each expert system and database is linked
only to the interface; therefore, new ESs and DBMSs can be
added to the integrated environment with ease. KADBASE
can be generalized to serve all the components of the engineering application, both algorithmic and non-algorithmic,
providing the basis for a large-scale integrated engineering
environment composed of diverse software systems running
on heterogeneous hardware.
II.
KADBASE is a prototype distributed network database interface between database management
systems and
knowledge-based system components of an integrated CAE
system. The interface processor responds to data requests by
using the declarative knowledge about the data spaces of the
components being interfaced in conjunction with its own
general knowledge about processing requests and interpreting the components’ data descriptions. Because the information required for reasoning about each component is
represented separately as descriptive knowledge, the interface is more flexible than purely algorithmic linkages in
which the descriptive information is embedded in the
Furthermore, each expert system
processing instructions.
and database is linked only to the interface; therefore, new

‘The issues and motivation behind the developmentof KADBASE
have been explored in earlier papersIRehak 85, Howard 85, Howard
86bl.

ESs and DBMSs can be added to the integrated environment
with ease.
The multiple DBMS networks mentioned earlier provide a
conceptual model for the organization of KADBASE. The
information contained in the schemata of the individual engineering databases is integrated into a single global schema
that is based on a semantic database model. A request for
data issued by a knowledge-based system (KBS) is translated
(mapped) from the data manipulation language (syntax) and
data structure (semantics) of the requesting component into a
global syntax referencing the global schema. The mapping
process is formally divided into two separate processes: first,
a syntactic translation from the KBS data manipulation language to the global data manipulation language; and second,
a semantic translation from the KBS data structure to the
global data structure. After the request is mapped, the interface processor identifies a set of target databases that contain
information required to answer the query and generates
subqueries to those databases to gather that information.
Each subquery to a target database is translated to the
specific database syntax and semantics, and the corre’sponding database manager is invoked to process the resultant subquery. Inverse mappings return the results to the requesting
component.
KADBASE is diyided into .three basic components as
described below.
@The

ased

system

Interface

(KBSI) is a part of each knowledge-based system. It formulates the queries and updates sent
to the network data access manager and
processes the replies from the network data access manager. The KBSI possesses knowledge
about the schema of the KBS context (data
space) and uses that knowledge to perform
semantic (and syntactic translations) for the

“standard” DBMS. It accepts queries and updates from the network data access manager and
returns the appropriate replies. Like the KBSI,
the KBDBI possesses knowledge about the local
database schema and the local language for data
manipulation requests. It uses that knowledge to
perform semantic and syntactic translations for
&a Access Mamnager (NDAM)

provides the actual interface. It receives requests (queries and updates) expressed in terms
of the global schema from the knowledge-based
systems (through their KBSIs). Using information associated with the global schema, the
NDAM locates sources for the data referenced
in a request and decomposes each request into a
set of subqueries or updates to the individual
target databases. The subrequests are sent to the
corresponding knowledge-based database interfaces (KBDBIs) for processing.
The replies

from the KBDBIs are combined to form a single
reply to the original request and sent to the requesting application through its KBSI.
In KADBASE, components are organized into knowledgebased systems, with knowledge grouped into knowledge
modules (KMs) (processing knowledge about particular
subproblems) and knowledge sources (KSs) (passive,
descriptive
information
about
the knowledge-based
component). KMs typically perform control and translation
tasks, while KSs are used to represent schema descriptions.
Throughout KADBASE, a frame data mtiel is used to
represent various types of knowledge including schema
definitions,. syntactic translation procedures, queries and
replies. As used in KADBASE, the frame data model uses
frames to represent objects. A frame consists of slots that
contain values describing the object. Slots may be attributes,
which contain simple descriptive values, or rekzationships,
which serve to link the object to another type of object to
provide inheritance. In the remainder of this paper, frame
names are typeset in bold face, and slot names am typeset in
SMALL CAPITALS.

The remainder of this section presents an overview of the
knowledge representation and translation processing in
KADBASE.
The first subsection discusses the syntactic
translation process. The next two subsections describe the
organization of the schema description knowledge and the
semantic translation process.

yntactic
The syntactic translation in KADBASE is the transformation of requests (queries and updates) between the external data manipulation languages (e.g., QUEL, SQL) and the
internal KADBASE request representation. In KADBASE,
the local system (KBSI or KBDBI) is responsible for performing the syntactic translation. The syntactic translation is
dependent only on the local data manipulation language; the
same syntactic processors may be used for multiple applications of the same database management system or expert system building tool. Each syntactic processor maps requests
between two fixed language: the component data manipulation language and the KADBASE internal representation.
Since the translation task is does not vary with the applications, the syntactic processor may be implemented as a
special-purpose program using an algorithmic approach.
Internally, KADBASE uses networks of frames to
represent requests. The organization of the request frame
representation serves as the global data manipulation language, paralleling the global schema. The precise character
of the internal request representation is not important to the
discussion of remainder of the translation process and is
therefore omitted from this paper.
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B. Schema Descripti
Knowledge
KADBASE integrates the components’ data spaces
through a global schema based on frame data model. The
basic unit of the frame model used in KADBASE is the
entity, represented by a frame. An entity is “any distinguishable object -- where the ‘object’ in question may be as concrete or as abstract as we please” Date 831.
The schema description knowledge required by the interface is partitioned into three levels: the component’s local
data representation expressed in the component’s own data
model (hierarchical, network, relational, frame-based, objectoriented, etc.), the component’s local data representation expressed in terms of the global frame model, and the global
schema expressed in terms of the global frame model. This
information is represented as knowledge sources within the
knowledge-based components of KADBASE.
The three
types of schema description knowledge sources are described
more fully below:
e The Local Sckerna (LS) describes the organization of a component’s local data structure in
terms of the local data model. The character of
the local schema is highly dependent on the type
of database management system (DBMS) or
KBS being described. In a relational DBMS,
the local schema consists of the definitions of
the relations and their attributes in the database.
In a object-oriented expert system, the local
schema consists of the definitions of the hierarchy of object classes in the context.
e The Local Frame-Based Schema (LFBS)
represents the local schema in the semantics of
the frame data model. The LFBS should be a
fully updatable view of the underlying data
structure expressed in the local terminology (the
names for entities and attributes). The organization of the LFBS may differ that of the local
schema because the LFBS may group slots from
several underlying data structures (relations,
frames, etc) into a single entity if those data
structures have the same primary or candidate
keys. The LFBS should also contain or be
capable of referencing all the information in the
local schema with respect to constraints, key attributes, and domain properties (data types,
ranges, dimensions, etc.). The LFBS may contain information about semantic relationships
between entities not found in the underlying data
models; thus, the LFBS may be used to provide
an enhanced semantic data model when the local
model lacks the capabilities to express relationships between entities.
0 The Global Schema (GS) represents the common data space shared by all components in the
integrated system. Pn effect, it is the union of
the frames and slots in the LFBSs. Since LFBSs
may differ with respect to terminology (the
names for common frames and slots) and slot
domains (data types and dimensions), the es-
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tablishment of the global schema involves the
selection of a single set of global names and
domains.
This selection is performed by a
global schema administrator, who is responsible
for the consistency and completeness of the
global schema.
The three schema description knowledge sources each
terms of a
serve to represent a specific data structure
. _ in
specific data model. They do not contam knowledge about
how to relate that data structure to the other schema
representations, i.e., how to map between schemata (e.g., LS
That schema mapping
S to GS).
to LFBS and
knowledge is contained in two additional knowledge
sources:

from several underlying ES data structures
(relations, frames, etc) into a single entity if
those data structures have the same primary or
It contains the information
candidate keys.
relating each slot in the LFBS with its counterparts in the LS.
apping (Lml) con8 The Local Integration
tains mapping information necessary to integrate
the LFBS into the global schema (GS). The
LIM is necessary because the LFBS can differ
from the global schema in two ways: in the
names for entities and slots, and in the domains
represents the
of the attribute values. The L
former with a set of terminology (name) mappings for the entity and slot names, and the latter
with domain mappings for attribute values
(tables or functions that map local values into
the corresponding global values when the attribute domains are different). Domain mappings are required whenever the local component represents the value of an attribute in different terms than the global schema. For instance, the global schema may represent the
value of an enumerated type with a descriptive
string (e.g., “3ooO psi concrete”) while a
database may store that value as an integer code
(e.g., 34).
Two additional mapping knowledge sources are required
at the global level.
e T&e GBobal Data Source
lates each slot (data item
to the list of databases and KBS contexts in
tains constraints and functions relating the slots
in the global schema. The mappings represent
mathematical and logical interrelationships between attributes found in different databases and
KBS contexts. A constraint such as “ARJZA=
WIDTH * BRF2AlX7-X”
may represent a mapping

between one database that describes rectangular
entities by area alone and another that uses
width and breadth instead.
In the KADBASE prototype, the integration of the local
frame-based schemata into the global schemata is performed
manually. The task of defining a global view and relating it
to each local view of data requires substantial domain
knowledge and intelligent reasoning. The implementation of
an intelligent schema integrator was not attempted in this
project.
Therefore, KADBASE requires that a global
database administrator standardize the terminology for the
global entities and slots, select global slot domain properties
(data types and units), and define global relationships and
constraints.

The semantic translation of requests (queries and updates)
ADBASE is independent of the types
components involved.
Semantic
processing is based on the information provided in the
cription and mapping knowledge sources
the previous section. Therefore, the semantic
s performed by an application-independent
knowledge module that may be invoked by any component.
The semantic translation process can be divided into two
steps: local schema (LS) to local frame-based schema
(LFBS) and local frame-based schema to global schema
tep involves only local information (LS,
S) and, therefore, should be performed
dge-based system interface or knowledgebased database interface using the application-independent
semantic translation module.
cond step involves both
local ancl global informatio
maybe implemented either 1
In addition to the two steps described above, the semantic
translation process can be divided into two types (requests
and updates) and two directions (local to global and global to
local). For convenience, these divisions can be grouped according to the flow of requests and replies through the system as follows:
-- The only difLS and LFBS that
affect requests am organizational differences; i.e., the attributes of the entities
may be distributed in separati data structures in the ES (e.g., the single entity
beam may be represented by two objects
beam-location
and
in the context:
beam-type).
These organizational difrepresented by knowledge in
Semantic translation at this

21n the prototype implementation,LFBS
formed at the bcal level.

to GS translation is m-

level consists of changing references to
entities and slots from their designations
in the LS to their designations in the
and removing clauses from the
er that denote links between local
data structures that are represented as a
entity in the EBBS.
FJ
to GS -- The semantic mapping
s between the LFBS and the GS involves name changes for the entities and
slots as well as domain mappings for the
slot values.
These mappings are
represented in the LIM.
The name
changes in the LFBS to GS translation are
trivial, one-to-one mappings. These name
changes are required wherever a slot or
entity reference appears in the request.
Domain mapping may involve data type
conversions (e.g., real-to-integer), unit
conversions (e.g., inches-to-feet), tabular
mappings (representing one-to-one correspondences between local and global
domain values) or functional mapping
(non-one-to-one correspondences). Data
type and unit conversions are implemented by replacing the slot reference
with a mathematical expression representing the mapped value (e.g., ‘e(real)” for
real-to-integer, “‘lengthll2” for inches-tofeet, etc.). Tabular and functional domain
mappings are implemented only for
qualifier expressions of the form “<slot
with domain mapping> <comparison
operator> <value>“; in those expressions,
the “<value>” is mapped from the local
domain into the global domain (e.g.,
“color = 6” is mapped to “color =
-- The semantic translations
domain mappings from the
GS to the LBBS is basically the same as
the LF’BS to GS mapping described
above, only im
in reverse.
-- The only difeEFBS to I.23
ferences between the LS and LFBS that
affect requests are organizational differences as described previously. Gnce
again, these organizational differences are
represented by knowledge in the LFBM.
The semantic translation at this level consists of changing references to entities and
slots from their designations in the LFBS
to correspond to their designations in the
ES and adding clauses to the qualifier to
denote links between local data structures
that are represented as a single entity in
the LFBS.
a Reply ~~Q~$~~~~~ (Now the object of the translation is a set of data.)
S -- Since the map-
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ping between the LS and the LFBS is
purely one of organization and naming, no
reply translation is required.
eLFBS to GS -- For replies, only domain
mappings are required in the translation
between the LFBS and the GS. The types
of domain mappings are the same as for
re&est mappings (data type, unit, tabular,
and functional mappings), but for replies
the conversions are applied directly to the
data being returned.
oGS to LFBS -- As above, the required
translations between the GS and LFBS
consist of domain mappings applied
directly to the data.
* LFBS to LS (KBS) -- Since the only differences between the LFBS and the LS are
in terms of attribute grouping, no semantic
translation of replies is required at this
level.
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